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1. Introduction 

The complete quadratic form is used with a special liking for the descrip
tion of steady-state operation of nonlinear processes in the case of large-scale 
changing of signals. As far as this description is valid in the environment of a 
given working point, a model of parameters of minimum number can be obtain
ed, helping to estimate the place of extremum, and the arrangement of response 
surface as well by means of major axes of quadratic form. 

Let us consider the system model of n variables shown in Fig. 1 where 
z, u, x are the (n Xl) vectors of input variables, of the values in the working 

Process 

z 

Fig. 1 

point and of the disturbing signals at the input, respectively. Y 0 is the theoret
ical value of output, e is the noise at the output and Y is the measurable 
output signal. 

Let a complete quadratic form describe the static characteristic of 
such a process in the following way: 

(1) 

where co' (n X 1) vector c and (n X n) matrix C contain the coefficients of 
static characteristic. (Here T denotes transposition.) 
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Relationship (1) can be written as a second"order Taylor-series, being 
valid in the environment of the working point z = u of the surface, that is 

where 

1 
Yo(z) = Yo(x) = Yo(u) + VT Yo(u) X + _xT Hx 

2 

on the basis of Fig. 1; in addition 

VYo(u) = 2Cu + c 

is the gradient vector in the working point and 

H=2C 

is the Hessian matrix of second order derivates. 

Exceeding (3) it is assumed that in this measuring situation 

In connection with input and output disturbance it is assumed that 

lVI{x} = 0 and M{e} = 0 

I.e. they have zero expected values, moreover 

M{xxT } = D = <aL ... ,a~); M{ex} = 0 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

that is, the input noises are uncorrelated with the output noise and with 
each other as well « ... > denotes diagonal matrix). The input noises are also 
assumed to be symmetrically distributed. 

2. Estimatious for the determiuatiou of coefficients 
of steady-state model 

Let us consider some statistics by means of which an estimation can 
be given for the derivatives of process at the working point and for the various 
parameters of static characteristic, respectively. 

On the basis of Appendices 1 through 4, evaluating bo, h, d, B, the 
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various functions of parameters can be calculated, namely: 

1 1 n o2y (n) 
M{y} = bo =yo~n) + -tr(HD) =yo(n) + -~ar o. (9) 

2 2 i=l OXj 

M{xy} = b - DVYo(n) (10) 

M{zy} = d = b + ubo (ll) 

1 
lYI{xyxT

} =B = Dyo(u) + _M{xxT HxxT}. (12) 
2 

The introduced functions sgn(xi ) and k(xi) are seen in Fig. 2 where hi 
is obtained from the equality of probabilities P[k(xi ) > 0] = P[k(xJ < 0] 
and introducing notations 

sgn(x) = [sgn(x1), ... , sgn(xn)]T 

k(x) = [k(x1) , ... , k(xn)]T 

(13) 

(14) 

further estimation possibilities are shown in Appendices 5 through 7 by 
determination of values a, A and q. 

lYI{ sgn (x)y} = a = SV yo(u) (15) 

1 M{ sgn(x) y sgn T (x)} = A = yo(u) E + -M{ sgn (x) x T Hx sgn T (x)} (16) 
2 

1 
M{k(x)y}=q= -Qp. 

2 

sgn(Xi) 

k(Xi) 

- 1/3 -

Xi 

-1 

Fig. 2 

(17) 
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By means of these estimation methods, elements of an (n X n) matrix 
G = [gij] and an (n Xl) vector g = [gd can be calculated so that the following 
identities hold: 

Be then 

where 

and 

Let us introduce 

and 

Then 

as well as 

r 0 g12 gnl 

g21 0 gr.2 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Then the extremum of quadratic form (as it is known) can be expressed 
in the following way: 

(28) 

Checking Eqs (4), (5) and (26), (27) the coefficients of quadratic form 
can be obtained: 

(29) 

(30) 
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and finally 

(31) 

Parameters are rather easy to evaluate, mainly restricted to the constitu
tion of expected value and then to correct with a scale-factor, as it is shown 
above. 

3. Adaptive algorithms for the determination of the 
coefficients 

In estimations presented in the previous chapter, the parameters were 
determined by statistical averaging. The sequential performance of averaging 
corresponds to an adaptive stochastic approximation algorithm which is 
optimal in the case of weighting function y[k] = Ilk, too, and provides mini
mum variance estimation. 

Let us consider the determination of process parameters by relationships 
(15), (16), (17) as an example. According to these 

Vyo(u) = S-l a = L1 g = Ll M{sgn (x)y} 
and 

S = <M{hl} , .. . ,M{lxnl}> =Lll. 
In addition, 

G1 = <M{k1(Xl)Y} , .. . ,M{kn(xn)y}) 

as well as for the elements of G2 : 

g'j = M {sgn(x;) sgn(x) y} 

(32 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

So Hand Yo(u) are formed according to (27) and (9), respectively. The coeffici
ents of quadratic form are given by (29), (30), (31). 

Two different situations can be distinguished at the constitution of 
adaptive algorithms. In the first one x - as an external testing signal - is 
given to the system so its every property is known in advance just 1!!'l are the 
scale factors L1, Lz and D. 

Applying the adaptive averaging for the determination of a the follow
ing algorithm is obtained [1]: 

1 
ark] = ark - 1] + - (sgn (x[k])y[k] - ark 

k 
1]) . (37) 
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Here k means the k"th step of the sequential estimation i.e. the k-th time 
during the on-line data-processing. Similar algorithms give solutions for G1 

and G2• Flow chart of adaptive estimation based on this principle is shown in 
Fig. 3 for the case where the input noise is generated by us (with known features). 
The notations in the figure are the same as in [1, 2]. 

Process 

y o bo [k-1) 

q [k-1] 

Fig. 3 

The flow chart of adaptive estimation can also be established when the 
features of x are not known, i.e. x is not generated by us. In this situation addi
tional adaptive cycles must be included to the procedure for estimating the 
values in L1, L2, D. In these cases the convergence slows down significantly 
as the parameters of transformations sgn(x) and k(x) depend on x. In this 
situation z can only be measured and the suitable information must be separat
ed from it. 

Results of simulation 

A program simulating the measuring situation was run on a digital 
computer for studying this method. The process was assumed in form (1) and 
its parameters were: 

cT =[10, 8]; 2,5] 
-4 

The investigation was performed by the method presented in chapter 3, for 
the working point u = 0 under input variances vi = v~ == 1 in case of noises 
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of normal distribution. Results of on-line estimation are seen in Fig. 4. In 
evaluating the coefficient values it must be taken into account that in case 
of normal distribution 

10 

An optimal control performed by the same algorithm is demonstrated 
III Fig. 5 for a positive definite form of extremum u* = [-2, 4]T by means 
of algorithm (28). 
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5. Conclusions 

In our paper some new estimation methods were investigated, suggested 
for the determination of parameters of system description with quadratic 
polynomial used in general in steady-state operation of large-scale changing of 
signals. These methods simplify dataprocessing under above detailed condi
tions of input noises. As conditions for the input noises are very severe, these 
methods, of course, have nothing of common with the usual method of least 
squares. Their simplicity makes them, however, suitable for identifying hard
ware instruments. Such an instrument can be of a great help for constructing 
steady,state models of high accuracy as a preliminary structure estimator. 

There is nothing of vitally new in the presented methods. We can get 
through to these considerations in other ways, too, for example by generalizing 
the statistic linearizing methods, by making the designed experiments conti
nuous or by extending the idea of synchronous-detection. 

As it is shown, optimal control can also be realized by the presented 
methods. The con'5truction of external searching signal of extremum-seeking 
controls can also be discussed from the aspect of specifications requiring the 
input noises to include suitable deterministic signals. 

Appendix 
1. 

bo = lvl{y} = M{yo + e} = iH{yo} + M{e} = ilf{yo(u) + yTyo(u) x + 1/2 xTHx} = 
= M{yo(u)} + yTyO(U) iYI{x} + 1/2 M{XT Hx} = Yo(u) + 1/2 tr(HD). 

Namely, the mixed moments in JYI{xTHx} equal zero, because they are un correlated 
and (7), (B) were used. Here Ir denotes trace of matrix. 

2. 

b 2YI{xy} = M{xyo + xe} = 2YI{xyo} -i- l1I{xe} = kI{xyo} = 
= M{xyo(u) + uTyyo(u) -+- 1/2 uTBx} = 
=Yo(u) NI{x} -+- JI{xxT} yyo(u) + 1/2 i,\f{uTHx}. 

Namely, the noises are independent and every third order moment equals zero in con
sequence of symmetrical distribution, so 

3. 

4. 

b = Dyyo(u). 

d = M{zy} ]\J{zyo ze} = 1Vl{(x -, uho} -+- M{(x -+- u)e} = 
= l11{xyo} -+- iU{uyo} + M{xe} + }v!{ue} = b u M{y.} + u !lI{e} b ", ub u 
= Dyyo(u) u[Yo(u) -+- 1/2 tr(HD)]. 

B = J11{xyxT} = M{xyoxT} -+- M{xexT} 2!.f{xYoxT}. 
As the noises are uncorrelated, so A! {xexT} 0 

B = M{xyo(u)xT} + M{uTyyo(U)xT} + 1/2 M{xxTHxxT} 
= 1\'f{uT} Yo(u) -+- 1/2 AI{xxTHxxT}. 
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Since every third-order moment equals zero because of symmetrical distribution, hence 
M{xxTyyo(u)xT} = O. 

In addition it can be written because of above reasons that 

12 M{XXTHxxT} = [(1+0ij)-lNI{X7xj} o:y~(U)] 
OX/ xJ 

where DU is the Cronecker-symbol, Xi or Xj is the corresponding element of x. Then 
B = Dy o(u) + 1/2 M {xxTHxxT} . 

5. 

a = JI {sgn(x) y} = 11f {sgn(x)y o} + III {sgn(x) e} = 
= Af{sgn(x)yo} = jlf{sgn(x)y(u)} + M{sgn(x)xTyyo(u)} + 1/21lf{sgn(x)xTHx}. 

In this expression lVI{sgn(x)} = 0 for ZfI{x} = 0 and it has symmetrical distribution and 
ill {sgn(x)xTHx} = 0 because the input noises are uncorrelated. Be 

S = 2lI{sgn(x)xT} < lvf{lx11}, ... , M{lxnl} > 
and so 

a = SYYo(u). 

6. 

A M{sgn(x)y sgn'£(x)} = llf{sgn(xho sgnT(x)} + ij,l{sgn(x) e sgnT(x)} = 
= M{ sgn(x) Yo(u) sgnT(x)} -;- M{ sgn(x) xTyyo(u) sgnT(x)} + 
+ 1/2 M{sgn(x) xTHx sgnT(x)} = yo(u) E + 1/2 kI{ sgn(x) xTHx sgnT(x)}. 

Here E denotes unity matrix and 

Hence 
A = .ro(u) E 1/2 YI{sgn(x) xTHx sgnT(x)}. 

7. 

q M{k(xh} lIJ{k(xho} -+- Nf{k(x) e} = III {k(x)yo} = 
= M{k(xho(u)} -;- 2lI{k(x)xTyyo(u)} + 1/2M{k(x) xTH:!t}. 

As x has symmetrical distribution and P[k(x) >0] = P[k(x)< 0] by definition, so 
il1{k(x)} 0 and l\I{k(x)xT} O. 

Finally, 
q = 1/2 M{k(x) xT Hx} - 1/2 Q P 

where 
p = [M{kl(Xl)xn, ... , ilI{kn(x )xn} F 

and 

Summary 

In our paper a simple method for the steady-state identification of 2nd order nonlinear 
systems is considered. The algorithm processes the data on-line and the coefficients of static 
characteristic can be obtained simply by this algorithm in the case of uncorrelated input 
signals. The model obtained in such way can be used for system optimization. On the basis 
of this method an equipment can be made, facilitating appropriate structure estimation of 
steady-state characteristic. 

4 Periodica Polytechnica EL. 17rZ. 
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